A method for dispatching short messages in a Code Division Multiplex Access (CDMA) single-mode dual-standby terminal is disclosed in the present disclosure. The method comprises the following steps: the CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal processes the short message service of an activated user and defers a processing on the received voice calling service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service, and then defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service required by an inactivated user. An apparatus for dispatching short messages in a Code Division Multiplex Access (CDMA) single-mode dual-standby terminal is also disclosed. The method and apparatus of the present disclosure realize a reasonable short message service management and dispatching for a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal.
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when in a dual-standby state, the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user using a short message service according to received network paging information or a user-originated short message request

the dual-standby terminal activates user U1 to enter a short message service processing state

the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1, and defers the processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 as well as on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process

Determine whether or not a single link establishment is allowed

Yes

the dual-standby terminal establishes a backward service channel link, sends one or more short messages for user U1 after the link is successfully established, and defers the processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 as well as on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process

No

the dual-standby terminal establishes a backward service channel link, sends one short message after the link is successfully established, defers a processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 during the sending process, and meanwhile defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2

determine whether or not user U1 still has rest short messages to be sent

Yes

No

End the current flow
Fig. 2

201

the dual-standby terminal receives a short message service of user U1 when processing a voice calling service

202

the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1 using the current voice service channel, and defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process

203

the dual-standby terminal sends short messages for user U1 using the current voice calling service channel, and defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process

End the current flow
the dual-standby terminal receives the short message service of user U1 when processing a data service

the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1 using the current data service channel, and defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process

the dual-standby terminal sends short messages for user U1 using the current data service channel, and defers a processing on the received voice calling service of user U1 and on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process

End the current flow

Fig. 4
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SCHEDULING SHORT MESSAGES IN CODE DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS SINGLE-MODE DUAL-STANDBY TERMINAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to a scheduling technology used in communications, and more particularly to a method and apparatus for scheduling short messages in a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) single-mode dual-standby terminal.

BACKGROUND

A CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal refers to a communication terminal which realizes the synchronous use of two cards based on a single base band and a single radio frequency module and therefore expands communication capacity. That is, a terminal user has two number accesses for initiating a short message service and therefore experiences an improved communication service.

However, in actual use, the short message service of a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal has certain randomness, which is mainly embodied in the following two aspects: certain randomness in sending a short message from a network side to a terminal, and certain randomness in submission of a message initiated by a terminal user.

Moreover, in actual use, apart from temporal discontinuity in sending and receiving processes, there is an increase in data quantity of messages sent or received by a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal each time due to a long-content short message service and a short message group sending service. Therefore, a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal having only one radio frequency mechanism is required to be capable of managing concurrent competing dual-standby short message services reasonably when scheduling messages. Furthermore, a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal is also required to take account of influence of other supported communication services (e.g., voice service, data service and the like) on a short message service.

No technical solution has been proposed to reasonable short message scheduling of a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal.

SUMMARY

In view of the problem above, it is a main object of the present disclosure to provide a method and apparatus for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal, which realize a reasonable short message service managing and scheduling for a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal.

In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical scheme of the present disclosure is realized as follows:

A method for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal is provided, which includes the following steps:

- when a short message service needs to be performed, the CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal first processes the short message service of an activated user; defers a processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service; and then defers a processing on the received short message service, voice service and data service required by an inactivated user.

In the scheme above, before the short message service needs to be performed, the method may further include the following steps:

- the dual-standby terminal determines a standby user using the short message service according to the received network paging information or a user-originated short message request; and
- the dual-standby terminal activates the standby user using a short message service to enter a short message service processing state;

- in the case that the short message service is to receive a short message, then the process that the dual-standby terminal defers the processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for the activated user and defers the processing on the received voice service and data service of the activated user.

- In the scheme above, in the case that the short message service is to send a short message, then the process that the dual-standby terminal defers the processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service is specifically as follows:

- the dual-standby terminal determines whether or not a single link establishment is allowed,
- if a single link establishment is allowed, establishes a backward service channel link, sends one or more short messages for the activated user, and defers a processing on the received voice service and data service of the activated user during the sending process; or
- if a single link establishment is not allowed, establishes a backward service channel link, sends one short message, and defers a processing on the received voice service and data service of the activated user during the sending process; and after the one short message is sent, the dual-standby terminal disconnects the backward service channel link, determines whether or not the activated user still has short messages to be sent, if so, re-establishes a backward service channel link to send a next one short message until all rest short messages are sent.

- In the scheme above, the process of receiving a short message may be as follows:

- directly receiving the short message if a paging channel is used to receive the short message; or
- in the case where a forward service channel is used to receive the short message, the dual-standby terminal sends a forward service channel link establishment request to a network side; after receiving the request, the network side establishes a forward service channel link with the dual-standby terminal and returns a message "LINK ESTABLISHED" to the dual-standby terminal; and the dual-standby terminal receives the short message after receiving the returned message.

- In the scheme above, the deferring the processing may be as follows:

- during the reception of the short message for the activated user, the dual-standby terminal stores the received voice service and data service of the activated user, and/or the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user; and
- after determining that all short messages of the activated user are received, the dual-standby terminal processes the stored services in succession according to a set rule.
In the scheme above, the deferring the processing may be as follows:

during the sending of the short message for the activated user, the dual-standby terminal stores the received voice service and data service of the activated user, and/or the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user; and

after determining that all short messages of the activated user are sent, the dual-standby terminal processes the stored services in succession according to a set rule.

In the scheme above, in the case that the dual-standby terminal is in a voice service state, the process that the dual-standby terminal defers the processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service may be specifically as follows:

after receiving the short message service of the activated user,

the dual-standby terminal receives the short message for the activated user using a current voice service channel and defers the processing on the received data service of the activated user during the receiving process, in the case that the short message service is to receive a short message; or

the dual-standby terminal sends the short message for the activated user using the current voice service channel and defers the processing on the received data service of the activated user during the sending process, in the case that the short message service is to send a short message.

In the scheme above, the deferring the processing may be as follows:

during receiving or reception of the short message for the activated user, the dual-standby terminal receives the stored data service of the activated user and/or the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user; and

the dual-standby terminal processes the stored services in succession according to a set rule after determining that all short messages of the activated user are sent.

In the scheme above, in the case that the dual-standby terminal is in a data service state, the process that the dual-standby terminal defers the processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user, when processing the short message service, may be specifically as follows:

after receiving the short message service of the activated user,

the dual-standby terminal receives the short message for the activated user using a current data service channel and defers the processing on the received data service of the activated user during the receiving process, in the case that the short message service is to receive a short message; or

the dual-standby terminal sends the short message for the activated user using the current data service channel and defers the processing on the received voice service of the activated user during the sending process, in the case that the short message service is to send a short message.

In the scheme above, the deferring the processing may be as follows:

during the reception or sending the short message for the activated user, the dual-standby terminal stores the received voice service of the activated user and/or the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user; and

the dual-standby terminal processes the stored services in succession according to a set rule after determining that all short messages of the activated user are received.

In the scheme above, processing the stored services in succession according to the set rule may be:

processing the stored services according to priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to stored order thereof.

An apparatus for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal is also provided which includes: a processing module and a deferring module, wherein

the processing module is configured to process, when a short message service needs to be performed, the short message service of an activated user, and send the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user as well as the received short message service, voice service and data service required by an inactivated user to the deferring module when processing the short message service; and

the deferring module is configured to defer a processing on the services received from the processing module.

In the scheme above, when the dual-standby terminal is in a dual-standby state, the processing module may be specifically configured to: determine a standby user using the short message service according to the received network paging information or a user-originated short message request, activate the standby user using the short message service to enter a short message service processing state, receive a short message for the activated user, and send the received voice service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the receiving process; or

determine whether or not a single link establishment is allowed and, if a single link establishment is allowed, establish a backward service channel link, send one or more short messages for the activated user, and send the received voice service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the sending process; or

if a single link establishment is not allowed, establish a backward service channel link, send one short message after the link is successfully established, send the received voice service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the sending process, disconnect the backward service channel link after the one short message is sent, determine whether or not the activated user still has short messages to be sent, if so, re-establish a backward service channel link to send a next one short message of the activated user until all rest short messages are sent.

In the scheme above, when the dual-standby terminal is in a voice service state, the processing module may be specifically configured to: in the case where the short message service of a user in a voice service activated state is received, receive the short message for the activated user using a current voice service channel, and send the received data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the receiving process, when the short message service of the user in the voice service activated state is to receive a short message; or

send the short message for the activated user using the current voice service channel, and send the received data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the sending process, when the
short message service of the user in the voice service activated state is to send a short message.

In the scheme above, when the dual-standby terminal is in a data service state, the processing module may be specifically configured to: in the case where the short message service of a user in a data activated state is received, receive the short message for the activated user using a current data service channel, and send the received voice service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the receiving process, when the short message service of the user in the data service activated state is to receive a short message; or

send the short message for the activated user using the current data service channel, and send the received voice service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user to the deferring module during the sending process, when the short message service of the user in the data service activated state is to send a short message.

In the scheme above, the processing module may be further configured to trigger the deferring module after completing the processing on the short message service; and

the deferring module is specifically configured to: store the services sent from the processing module and process the stored services in succession according to a set rule after receiving triggering information from the processing module.

In accordance with the method and apparatus for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal, the CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal first processes a short message service of an activated user, and then defers a processing on the received voice service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service and on the received short message service, voice service and data service required by an inactivated user thereby managing and scheduling short message services reasonably.

Moreover, when processing the short message service, the single-mode dual-standby terminal stores the received voice service and/or data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of an inactivated user, and processes the stored services in order according to a set rule after determining that the short message of the activated user is all received, thus realizing managing and scheduling other services reasonably.

Besides, if the single-mode dual-standby terminal receives voice services of two users before re-establishing a backward service channel link, the single-mode dual-standby terminal processes the received voice services first, and then re-establishes a backward service channel link after completing the voice services, thus guaranteeing priorities of the voice services and therefore providing a satisfied user experience.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal according to embodiment 1 of the present disclosure;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal according to embodiment 2 of the present disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal according to embodiment 3 of the present disclosure; and FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a structure of an apparatus for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal of the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The basic idea of the present disclosure is that: when a short message service needs to be performed, a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal first processes the short message service of a user currently in an activated state and defers processing on the received voice calling service and/or data service required by the activated user when processing the short message service, and then defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service required by a user currently in an inactivated state.

The present disclosure is described below in detail with reference to accompanying drawings in conjunction with specific embodiments.

The method for scheduling short messages in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal is applicable in the following scenarios: a single-mode dual-standby terminal is in a dual-standby state, a single-mode dual-standby terminal is in a voice calling service state, and a single-mode dual-standby terminal is in a data service state. In the following, a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal is referred to as a dual-standby terminal for short, a user in an activated state as an activated user for short and a user in a service inactivated state as an inactivated user for short, and two users of a dual-standby terminal are represented by U1 and U2.

**Embodyment 1**

This embodiment is applied in the scenario in which a dual-standby terminal is in a dual-standby state. That is, users U1 and U2 of a dual-standby terminal are currently inactivated. In accordance with this embodiment, the method for scheduling short messages in a dual-standby terminal includes, as shown in FIG. 1, the following steps:

**Step 101**: when in the dual-standby state, the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user using a short message service according to received network paging information or a user-originated short message request.

Here, the process that the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user using a short message service according to received network paging information is specifically as follows:

the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user according to International Mobile Subscriber Identity Number (IMSI) or Electronic Serial Number (ESN) contained in the general paging message received from a network side, or determines a short message service according to SO=6 or SO=14 in the general paging message; or

the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user according to IMSI or ESN contained in the received short message that is directly sent through a paging channel, or determines a short message service according to SO=6 or SO=14 in the short message.

The process that the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user using a short message service according to a user-originated short message request is specifically as follows:

the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user according to IMSI or ESN contained in the user-originated short message request, or determines a short message service according to SO=6 or SO=14 in the user-originated short message request; or
the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user according to IMSI or ESN contained in the received short message that is directly sent through an access channel, or determines a short message service according to SO-6 or SO-14 in the short message.

If the dual-standby terminal determines the standby user using a short message service is user U1, then the dual-standby terminal directly discards network paging information of user U2 when it is received thereafter.

Step 102: the dual-standby terminal activates user U1 to enter a short message service processing state, executes Step 103 if the short message service is to receive short messages, or executes Step 104 if the short message service is to send short messages.

Step 103: the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1, defers a processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 as well as on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, the short message service includes initiating a short message and/or receiving a short message by a user; the voice calling service includes initiating a call and/or receiving voice information by a user; and the data service includes initiating and/or receiving data information by a user.

Receiving a short message is specifically as follows: directly receiving the short message if a paging channel is used; or receiving the short message with a forward service channel, a forward service channel link establishment request is sent to the network side; after receiving the request, the network side establishes a forward service channel link with the dual-standby terminal and returns a message ‘LINK ESTABLISHED’ to the dual-standby terminal; and the dual-standby terminal then receives a short message after receiving the message.

Here, the paging channel is used to receive a short-content short message, and the forward service channel is used to receive a long-content short message, wherein the length of a short message content is regulated in a CDMA system protocol.

Deferring the processing is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal stores the voice calling service and data service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after receiving the above services of user U1 and user U2 when receiving short messages for user U1.

The dual-standby terminal processes the stored services in order according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all received.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically includes: processing the stored services according to the priorities thereof, and then processing the services having the same priority according to the stored order thereof.

Generally, data service, short message service and voice calling service are gradually lowered in priority.

Step 104: the dual-standby terminal determines whether or not a single link establishment is allowed; and then executes Step 105 if a single link establishment is allowed, otherwise executes Step 106.

Here, whether or not a single link establishment is allowed is determined by the setting of the dual-standby terminal: a single link establishment is allowed if the setting of the dual-standby terminal allows to do so, while not allowed if the setting of the dual-standby terminal does not allow to do so.

Here, whether or not a single link establishment is allowed is set by the dual-standby terminal in advance according to the network of an operator.

Step 105: the dual-standby terminal establishes a backward service channel link, sends one or more short messages for user U1 after the link is successfully established, and defers a processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 as well as the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, establishing a backward service channel link by the dual-standby terminal is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal sends a backward service channel link establishment request to a network side; and after receiving the request, the network side establishes a backward service channel link with the dual-standby terminal and returns a message ‘LINK ESTABLISHED’ to the dual-standby terminal after the link is established.

If user U1 has a plurality of short messages to send, then the short messages are sent on the backward service channel link in succession until all the short messages are sent.

Deferring the processing is specifically as follows: when sending short messages for user U1, the dual-standby terminal first stores the voice calling service and data service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after all the above services are received; and then processes the stored services according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all sent.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically means: processing the stored services according to processing priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to stored order thereof.

Generally, the data service, the short message service and the voice calling services are gradually lowered in priority.

Step 106: the dual-standby terminal establishes a backward service channel link, sends one short message after the link is successfully established, defers a processing on the received voice calling service and data service of user U1 during the sending process, and meanwhile defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2.

Step 107: the dual-standby terminal disconnects the backward service channel link after the short messages is sent, determines whether or not user U1 still has short messages to send, re-executes Step 106 if user U1 still has rest short messages to be sent, otherwise ends the current flow.

Here, disconnecting the backward service channel link by the dual-standby terminal is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal sends a backward service channel link disconnecting command to the network side; and the network side disconnects the backward service channel link with the dual-standby terminal after receiving the command.

As the voice calling service is superior to the short message service in priority, the dual-standby terminal first processes the voice calling service received from U1 or U2 before re-establishing a backward service channel link, and then re-establishes a backward service channel link after the calling service is completed.

Embodiment 2

This embodiment is applied in the scenario in which the dual-standby terminal is in a voice calling service state. User U1 is assumed to be in a voice calling service activated state and U2 in a currently inactivated state, and a voice service channel has been established between the dual-standby terminal and a network side. In accordance with this embodi-
ment, as shown in FIG. 2, the method for scheduling short messages in a dual-standby terminal comprises the following steps:

Step 201: the dual-standby terminal receives a short message service of user U1 when processing a voice calling service, executes Step 202 if the received short message service is to receive short messages, otherwise executes Step 203 if the received short message service is to send short messages.

Step 202: the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1 using the current voice service channel, defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, deferring the processing is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal first stores the data service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after the above services are received when receiving short messages for user U1; and then processes the stored services according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all received.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically means: processing the stored services according to the priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to the stored order thereof.

Generally, the data service, the short message service and the voice calling services are gradually lowered in priority.

If user U1 still has short messages to receive after the voice calling service is processed, then the dual-standby terminal executes a step identical to Step 103 to receive all rest short messages to be received by user U1.

Step 203: the dual-standby terminal sends short messages for user U1 using the current voice calling service channel, defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, deferring the processing is specifically as follows: the dual-standby terminal first stores the data service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after receiving the above services when sending short messages for user U1; and then processes the stored services according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all sent.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically means: processing the stored services according to the priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to the stored order thereof.

Generally, the data service, the short message service and the voice calling services are gradually lowered in priority.

If user U1 has a plurality of short messages to send, then the current voice service channel is used to send the short messages in succession.

If user U1 still has short messages to send after the voice calling service is processed, then the dual-standby terminal continues to execute Steps 104-107 to send all the rest short messages to be sent by user U1.

Embodiment 3

This embodiment is applied in the scenario in which the dual-standby terminal is in a data service state. User U1 is assumed to be in a data activated state and U2 in a currently inactivated state, and a data service channel has been established between the dual-standby terminal and a network side. In accordance with this embodiment, as shown in FIG. 3, the method for scheduling short messages in a dual-standby terminal comprises the following steps:

Step 301: the dual-standby terminal receives the short message service of user U1 when processing a data service, executes Step 302 if the received short message service is to receive short messages, otherwise executes Step 303 if the received short message service is to send short messages.

Here, if the dual-standby terminal receives the voice calling service of the U1 prior to the short message service of the U1 when processing the data service, then the dual-standby terminal processes the voice calling service of the U1 prior to the short message service of the U1, which is the same way used in Steps 201-203.

Step 302: the dual-standby terminal receives short messages for user U1 using the current data service channel, defers a processing on the received data service of user U1 and defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the receiving process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, deferring the processing is specifically as follows: when receiving short messages for user U1, the dual-standby terminal first stores the voice calling service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after receiving all the above services; and then processes the stored services according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all received.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically means: processing the stored services according to the priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to the stored order thereof.

Generally, the data service, the short message service and the voice calling services are gradually lowered in priority.

If user U1 still has short messages to receive after the data service is processed, then the dual-standby terminal executes a step identical to Step 103 to receive all the rest short messages to be received by user U1.

Step 303: the dual-standby terminal sends short messages for user U1 using the current data service channel, defers a processing on the received voice calling service of user U1 and defers a processing on the received short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 during the sending process, and then ends the current flow.

Here, deferring the processing is specifically as follows: when sending short messages for user U1, the dual-standby terminal first stores the voice calling service of user U1 and/or the short message service, voice calling service and data service of user U2 after receiving all the above services; and then processes the stored services according to a set rule after determining that the short messages of user U1 are all sent.

Here, processing the stored services according to a set rule specifically means: processing the stored services according to the priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to the stored order thereof.

Generally, the data service, the short message service and the voice calling services are gradually lowered in priority.

If user U1 has a plurality of short messages to send, then the current data service channel is used to send the short messages in succession.

If user U1 still has short messages to send after the data service is processed, then the dual-standby terminal continues to execute Steps 104-107 to send all the rest short messages to be sent by user U1.

In order to carry out the above methods, the present disclosure also provides an apparatus for scheduling short messages
in a CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal. As shown in FIG. 4, the apparatus comprises a processing module 41 and a deferring module 42.

The processing module 41 is configured to process, when a short message service needs to be performed, the short message service of a user currently in an activated state, and send the received voice calling service and/or data service required by the user in the activated state as well as the received short message service, voice calling service and data service required by another user currently in an inactivated state to the deferring module 42 when processing the short message service.

The deferring module 42 is configured to defer a processing on all the services received from the processing module 41.

Specifically, when the dual-standby terminal is in a dual-standby state, the processing module 41 is specifically configured to: determine a standby user using a short message service according to the received network paging information or the user-originated short message request, activate the standby user using the short message service to enter a short message service processing state to receive short messages for the activated user, and send the received voice calling service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice calling service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the receiving process; or determine whether or not a single link establishment is allowed and; if a single link establishment is allowed, establish a backward service channel link and then send one or more short messages for the activated user after the link is established, and send the received voice calling service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice calling service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the sending process; or if a single link establishment is not allowed, establish a backward service channel link and then send one short message after the link is successfully established, send the received voice calling service and data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice calling service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the sending process, disconnect the backward service channel link after the one short message is sent, and determine whether or not the activated user still has other short messages to be sent, if so, re-establish a backward service channel link to send a next short message until all rest short messages are sent from the activated user.

The processing module 41 is further configured to process a received voice calling service of one user of the two users before re-establishing the backward channel link.

When the dual-standby terminal is in a voice calling state, the processing module 41 is specifically configured to: during the voice calling service processing of the activated user, a short message service of the user is received;

if the short message service is to receive a short message, the processing module 41 receives the short message for the activated user using the current voice service channel, and sends the received data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the receiving process; or

if the short message service is to send a short message, the processing module 41 sends the short message for the activated user using the current voice service channel, and sends the received data service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice calling service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the sending process.

When the dual-standby terminal is in a data service state, the processing module 41 is specifically configured to: during the data service processing of the activated user, a short message service of the user is received;

if the short message service is to receive a short message, the processing module 41 receives the short message for the activated user using the current data service channel, and sends the received voice calling service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the receiving process; or

if the short message service is to send a short message, the processing module 41 sends the short message for the activated user using the current data service channel, and sends the received voice calling service of the activated user as well as the short message service, voice calling service and data service of the currently inactivated user to the deferring module 42 during the sending process.

The processing module 41 is further configured to trigger the deferring module 42 after the short message service is completed.

The deferring module 42 is specifically configured to: store the services sent from the processing module 41 and then process the stored services in order according to a set rule after receiving triggering information from the processing module 41.

The mentioned above is only preferred embodiments of the disclosure but not limitation for the protection scope of the disclosure, various modification and variations can be devised by those skilled in this art, and it should be understood that all the modifications, equivalents and improvements devised without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure belong to the protection scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for short message service (SMS) scheduling within a Code Division Multiplex Access (CDMA) single-mode dual-standby terminal, comprising:

when a short message service needs to be performed, processing, by the CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal, a short message service under an activated user number while deferring processing a received voice service and/or data service to be performed under the activated user number as well as a received short message service, voice service and data service to be performed under an inactivated user number, such that concurrent SMS and other services are scheduled, wherein two user numbers based on a single base band and a single radio frequency module is implemented in the CDMA single-mode dual-standby terminal; the short message service comprises short message initiating and/or receiving, wherein when processing the short message service, the deferring processing the received service comprises: when processing the short message service, storing, by the dual-standby terminal, the received service; and after completing processing the short message service, processing, by the dual-standby terminal, stored services in succession according to a set rule, wherein the processing the stored services in succession according to the set rule comprises:

processing the stored services according to priorities thereof, and processing the services having the same priority according to an order in the storing,
wherein stored data service, short message service and
voice service are processed in descending priorities.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising,
before the short message service needs to be performed:
determining, by the dual-standby terminal, a standby user
number using the short message service according to
received network paging information or a user-origin-
ated short message request;
activating, by the dual-standby terminal, the standby user
number using the short message service to enter a short
message service processing state;
in the case that the short message service is to receive a
short message, when processing the short message ser-
vice, the deferring processing the received voice service
and/or data service to be performed under the activated
user number is as follows:
receiving, by the dual-standby terminal, the short message
for the activated user number and deferring, by the dual-
standby terminal, processing the received voice service
and data service of the activated user number.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein in the case
that the short message service is to send a short message,
when processing the short message service, the deferring
processing the received voice service and/or data service to be
performed under the activated user number is as follows:
determining, by the dual-standby terminal, whether or not
a single link establishment is allowed;
establishing, by the dual-standby terminal, when the single
link establishment is allowed, a backward service channel
link, sending a short message for the activated user number,
and deferring processing the received voice service and data service of the activated user number
during the sending process; or
establishing, by the dual-standby terminal, when the single
link establishment is not allowed, a backward service channel link, sending one short message, and deferring
processing the received voice service and data service of the activated user number during the sending process;
disconnecting, by the dual-standby terminal, the back-
ward service channel link after the one short message is
sent; determining whether another short message is to be
sent using the activated user number, if so, re-establish-
ing a backward service channel link to send a next one
short message until all rest short messages are sent.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein receiving the
short message is as follows:
directly receiving the short message when a paging channel
is used to receive the short message; or
sending, by the dual-standby terminal, when a forward
service channel is used to send the short message, a
forward service channel link establishment request to a
network side; after receiving the request, establishing,
by the network side, a forward service channel link with
the dual-standby terminal and returning a message
‘LINK ESTABLISHED’ to the dual-standby terminal;
and receiving, by the dual-standby terminal, the short
message after receiving the returned message.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the deferring
processing is as follows:
storing, by the dual-standby terminal, during the reception
of the short message for the activated user number, the
received voice service and data service of the activated
user number, and/or the short message service, voice
service and data service of the inactivated user number; and
processing, by the dual-standby terminal, after determin-
ing that all short messages of the activated user number
are received, the stored services in succession according
to a set rule.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein the deferring
processing is as follows:
storing, by the dual-standby terminal, during the sending of
the short message for the activated user number, the
received voice service and data service of the activated
user number, and/or the short message service, voice
service and data service of the inactivated user number;
and
processing, by the dual-standby terminal, after determin-
ing that all short messages of the activated user number
are sent, the stored services in succession according to a
set rule.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein in the case
that the dual-standby terminal is in a voice service state, when
processing the short message service, the deferring processing
the received voice service and/or data service to be performed
under the activated user number is as follows:
after receiving the short message service of the activated
user number,
in the case that the short message service is to receive a
short message, receiving, by the dual-standby terminal,
the short message for the activated user number using a
current voice service channel and deferring, by the dual-
standby terminal, processing the received data service of
the activated user number during the receiving process;
or
in the case that the short message service is to send a short
message, sending, by the dual-standby terminal, the
short message for the activated user number using the
current voice service channel and deferring, by the dual-
standby terminal, processing the received data service of
the activated user number during the sending process.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the deferring
processing is as follows:
storing, by the dual-standby terminal, during the sending or
reception of the short message for the activated user number,
the received data service of the activated user number and/or
the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user number; and
processing, by the dual-standby terminal, the stored
services in succession according to a set rule after deter-
mining that all short messages of the activated user num-
ber are sent.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein in the case
that the dual-standby terminal is in a data service state, when
processing the short message service, the deferring processing
the received voice service and/or data service to be performed
under the activated user number is as follows:
after receiving the short message service of the activated
user number,
in the case that the short message service is to receive a
short message, receiving, by the dual-standby terminal,
the short message for the activated user number using a
current data service channel and deferring, by the dual-
standby terminal, processing the received data service of
the activated user number during the receiving process;
or
in the case that the short message service is to send a short
message, sending, by the dual-standby terminal, the
short message for the activated user number using the
current data service channel and deferring, by the dual-
standby terminal, processing the received voice service
of the activated user number during the sending process.
10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the deferring processing is as follows: storing, by the dual-standby terminal, during the reception or sending of the short message for the activated user number, the received voice service of the activated user number and/or the short message service, voice service and data service of the inactivated user number; and processing, by the dual-standby terminal, the stored services in succession according to a set rule after determining that all short messages of the activated user number are received.

11. The method according to claim 3, wherein receiving the short message is as follows: directly receiving the short message when a paging channel is used to receive the short message; or sending, by the dual-standby terminal, when a forward service channel is used to receive the short message, a forward service channel link establishment request to a network side; after receiving the request, establishing, by the network side, a forward service channel link with the dual-standby terminal and returning a message ‘LINK ESTABLISHED’ to the dual-standby terminal; and receiving, by the dual-standby terminal, the short message after receiving the returned message.